504	THE LAW OF MOVABLES
by the law of the place of issue, and the validity as regards
requisites in form of the supervening contracts, such as accep-
tance or indorsement or acceptance supra protest^ is determined
by the law of the place where such contract was made. Pro-
vided that —
 (a)	Where a bill is issued out of the United Kingdom, it is not
invalid by reason only that it is not stamped in accordance
with the law of the place of issue.1
 (b)	Where a bill issued out of the United Kingdom conforms
as regards requisites in form to the law of the United King-
dom, it may, for the purpose of enforcing payment there-
of, be treated as valid between all persons who negotiate,
hold, or become parties to it in the United Kingdom.
(2) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the interpretation of the
drawing, indorsement, acceptance, or acceptance supra protest
of sl bill is determined by the law of the place where such con-
tract is made.'
Effect of    The question now is whether these sections are concerned
the Act on wjth the subject of transfer at all, and whether it is possible
0486 aw to ascertain from them the legal system that determines the
validity and effect of an indorsement, or of a delivery, of a
negotiable instrument.
i    There have been only three- relevant cases since the Act.2
The first of these was Alcock v. Smith*
Alcock v. Smith. A bill of exchange, drawn by and upon English
Smith firms, and payable in England to the order of X, was indorsed and
delivered in Norway by X to T. While in the hands of T it was seized
by a judgment creditor in Norway, and in the due course of Norwegian
law was ultimately sold by public auction to Z. Owing to facts which
have been omitted from the above statement, Z had no title to the bill
by English law, but according to Norwegian law the property duly
passed to him as a result of the sale. In the action subsequently brought
in England, it was held that the effect of the transactions in Norway
must be governed by Norwegian law, and therefore that the title
1	It is also enacted by the Finance Act, 1933, s. 42, that a bill of exchange
which is presented for acceptance, or accepted, or payable, outside the United
Kingdom shall not be invalid by reason only that it is not stamped in accordance
with the kw for the time being in force relating to stamp duties. Such bill may be
received in evidence on payment of the proper duties and penalties under the
Stamp Act, 1 891, ss. 14, 1 5 (r). This is designed to give effect to the convention
on Stamp Laws, 1930; see Cmd. 4594.
2	Alcockv. Smith, [i 892] r Ch. 238 ; Embiricosv. Anglo-Austrian Bank, [1904]
2 K.B. 870; [1905] i K.B. 677; Koechlin v. Kcstenbautn, [1927] i K.B. 616;
reversed, [1927] i K.B. 889.
3	Supra.

